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A Resolution in Loving Memory of Mary Peery 
 

We, the colleagues of Mrs. Mary Peery, want the family to know that we gather together with them to 
mourn the passing of a great woman of God.  Mrs. Peery contributed much to the community, and the 
betterment of society. 

Right now, therefore, every time we get the chance, let us work for the benefit of all, starting with 
the people closest to us in the community of faith. Galatians 6:10 The Message (MSG) 

Whereas, the passing of Mrs. Mary Peery, a great community leader, has caused a deep void of sadness 
in the community. 

Whereas, Mrs. Mary Peery, founder of the Austin Green Team, served as president for over 25 years, 
while providing great leadership and guidance to volunteers who worked diligently in beautifying dozens 
of community gardens. 

Whereas, Mrs. Peery shared the same vision as other community members and started one of the first 
community gardens named, “Paradise Garden,” located at 650 North Latrobe, Chicago, IL.  

Whereas, Mary Peery was a community activist who supported families and children, and had no 
boundaries to where her efforts would reach. 

Whereas, Mary Peery, for more than three decades, served as a faithful member of the Austin Green 
Team, who spoke with her actions, and stayed committed to the cause. 

Whereas, Two of Mrs. Peery’s favorite quotes were “The best thing about being involved with the 
garden is knowing you made a difference….knowing you touched someone.” “Some things you do from 
your heart.” 

Therefore, let it be known that we can’t replace Mrs. Mary Peery, but we will attempt to improve our 
lives and our community by the great examples she led.  

Be It Further Resolved that we know the deep loss and sorrow your family is experiencing.  As a 
community, we will mourn with the family and continue the great work of Mrs. Mary Peery, as she 
extended herself in love, helping to keep the community gardens beautiful.  This resolution will be given 
to the family, and a copy will be kept on file with the Austin Green Team. 

Humbly submitted on this 18th day in the month of November in the year of 2017, 

George Lawson,      
President        
Austin Green Team    


